
The ARGSUM Algorithm
Argument Graph Construction We segment each utter-
ance its argumentative units, classify each unit as a claim,
premise, or non-argumentative unit (using a RoBERTa-based
classifier trained on AMPERSAND and Stab & Gurevych
data), and create a node for each. We use a BERT-based
entailment model trained on MNLI data for relationship type
classification between nodes; we run premise-to-claim
entailment to create subtrees of depth 1, then run claim-to-
claim entailment to link related claims, greedily adding edges
based on entailment scores without creating cycles. The
major claims and zero-degree premises are linked to root.
Graph Linearization We use four heuristics, applied depth-
first, to linearize the argument graph: greedy claim
placement, semantic ordering, subtree size prioritization,
and zero-degree premise tailing. The result is run through a
BART summarization pipeline to produce the summary.

Multi-Modal Fusion Methods
Uni-Modal Early Fusion We apply tensor concatenation to
the uni-modal tensors and embed the result.

Low-Rank Tensor Fusion We use a differentiable outer
product to model cross-model interactions, first reducing the
dimension for tri-modal settings for compute feasibility.

Introduction
The proliferation of misinformation and hate speech
online has created an era of digital disinformation,
public mistrust, and even violence, particularly on social
media platforms where users can engage in dialogue
with such content. Fake news and hate speech exist not
only in text form, but also include any accompanying
images and video with the original post. Multi-modal
models (i.e., those incorporating multiple modalities of
data like text and images) offer a powerful approach in
detecting such content. Prior work has both developed
hate and misinformation datasets for experimentation,
and examined different multi-modal representations in
general, particularly for text–image data.
Given that user dialogue (e.g., comment threads, Tweet
replies, etc.) can often give more insight into the inte-
grity or hatefulness of a post (e.g., by indicating how
extreme of a response was garnered, by introducing
viewpoints beyond those of the original author, etc.), we
investigate methods for modeling and incorporating the
dialogue modality into multi-modal models. Specifically,
we (1) develop multi-modal models for content
moderation tasks (for the modalities of text, image, and
dialogue), (2) improve dialogue modeling within those
models by introducing ARGSUM, an argument graph–
based approach to dialogue summarization, and (3)
improve the modeling of cross-modal interactions
through the multi-modal fusion methods of uni-modal
early fusion and low-rank tensor fusion.

Content Moderation Methods
Datasets For our content moderation tasks, we use
Fakeddit for fake news detection and MMHS150K for
hate speech detection.
Models Our multi-modal models consist of encoders for
each data modality, a tensor fusion module to fuse the
uni-modal embeddings, and a classification network for
the content moderation task. For encoders, we
experiment with RoBERTa and MPNet for text, and
ResNet and DINO Vision Transformers for images; we
initially use ranked dialogue summarization (RANKSUM)
leveraging utterance metadata for dialogues.
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Conclusion
Our experiments find that (1) the incorporation of the
dialogue modality in multi-modal models improves
performance on fake news detection, (2) modeling
argumentative structures in dialogues via ARGSUM
improves both summarization quality and multi-modal
model performance, and (3) low-rank tensor fusion is
able to better model cross-modal interactions than early
fusion. Additionally, we release a public codebase
including all of our PyTorch models, our ARGSUM
software package, and our experiment configuration
files, built with an extensible design for future work on
hate and misinformation detection.
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